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Q13T.1 Hor,ir many neutrons are in

A.
B.

c.

D.

a

lfiAu nucleus?

79

many stable isotopes of 3qzn exist?

A. One
B. Two

179
118

Some other number (specrfy)

Q13T.2 About how many times larger in diameter is a !g4Cu
nucleus than an

A. 2.37
B. 1..il

flAl nucleus?

c.

1.33

D.
E.

They are about the same size.
Some other factor (specify)

Q13T.3 The mass of the earth-moon system is somewhat
less than the sum of the mass of the earth and the mass of

the moon. T or F?

Q13T.4 The ground-state energy of an electron in a hydrogen atom is -13.6 eV. This means that the binding mergy
of that electron is

A.
B.

-13.6

C.

Some other value (specify).

*13.6

C.
D.
E.

Three

Five
There is no way to determine this from the chart.

Q13T.8 A charged particle moving in the magnetic field
created by an extemal magnet experiences a force that
is perpendicular to both the particle's velocity d and the
direction of the magnetic field B in the sense indicaied by
your right thumb if your right index finger points in the
direction of d and your adjacent finger points in the direction of B. (The magnetic field B, in turn, points away from
the external magnet's north pole and toward its south
pole.) A certain radioactive substance emits quantons that,
when placed in a magnetic field directed away from the
obseryer, bend to the right side of their direction of travel.
These nuclei are decaying via which kind of process?
A. An alpha decay process

B. Abeta decay process
C. A gamma decay process
D. There is not enough inforuration

eV.
eV.

Q13T.5 If energy is released when the parts of a system are
allowed to disperse to inliniry its binding energy is

A. Positive.
B. Negative.
C. Zerc.
D. Not defined in such a case.

to specify.

Q13T.9 The type of radiation that fogged Becquerel's photographic plates was probably
A. Alpha radiation.
B. Beta radiation.
C. Gamma radiation.
D. Either alpha or beta radiation.
E. Either beta or gamma radiation..

Q13T.6 The earth's rotation (A) increases, (B) decreases, or
(C) does not affect its gravitational binding energy.

Q13T.10 If the activity of a radioactive sample has decreased
by a factor of 4 in time T, then T :2ty2. T or F?

Basic Skills
of the following

Q138.5 The experimentally measured mass of a sodium
fiNa atom is22.989770 u. Compute ib mass deficit in unified mass units (u) and its binding energy in MeV.

flCa (e) fiCa

Q138.6 The measured nass

of an iron ffFe atom is

55.934937 u. Compute its mass

deficit in unified mass units

Q138.1 How many protons are
nudei? How many neutrons?

(a)

iBe o)'?c

(c)

in

each

'BAu

(d)

Q13B.2 How many protons are in each of the following
nuclei? How many neutrons?
(a) SCu Cu) ffMg (c) !;'Fe (d) !€Fe
(e) lZFe
Q138.3 Compute the radii of the lHe and the 1frAu nuclei.
How many times larger is the gold nucleus's radius than
the helium nucleus's radius?

4

Q13T.7 According to the chart shown in figwe Q13.6, how

Q138.4 Compute the radii of the llC and the SU nuclei.
How many times larger is the uranium nucleus's radius
than the carbon nudeus's radius?

(u) and its binding energy in MeV.

Q138.7 The measured mass
207.976652

of a lead SPb atom is

u. Compute its mass deficit in uni{ied

mass

units (u) and its binding energy in MeV.

Q138.8 Using figure

Q1.3.6,

list the stable isotopes of aHg.

Q138.9 Using figure Q13.6, list the stable isotopes of

20Ca.

Q138.10 ?!an has a half-life of.2.24 min. By what factor
the activity of a sample have decreased after 1.0 h?

will

lfi
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Q138.11 A sample of a certain radioactive isotope initially
decays at a rate of 2.25 x 106 decays per second. If this
sample has a halJ-life of 9.2 h, what will be its activity after
exactly L week?

---*

Q138.12 A sarple of a certain radioactive isotope has an
activity that we observe to decrease by a factor of 47 dwing a year. What is the isotope's half-life?

(a) Cornpute this system's gravitational binding energy
(in joules) and the mass deficit (in kilograms). (The
radius of the moon's orbit is 384,000 km, and its period
is27.3 days. Does it matter that the moon is moving?)
(b) Also compute the ratio of the mass deficit to the mass
of the moon. (For objects orbiting dose to a black hole,
this ratio can approach 1.)

Q13M.10 Modem household smoke detectors contain

Modeling

an activity of (roughly) 37,000 decays per second.

Q13M.1 The total mass of a TC atom is 12.00000 u by definition. What is the total mass of the l|Cnucleus?

-+

Q13M.2 What is the minimum kinetic energy that an alpha
partide must have to get inside a gold nucleus?

\ /hat is the approximate

mass of this speck? (Hints:
Use the result of problem Q13D.5. The atomic mass of
this isotope is roughly 241.06 u.)
(b) This isotope is an alpha emitter. Is its radiation likely
to be a hazard to the household merrbers (while the
smoke detector is on the ceiling anyway)? Explain.

Derivations

Q13M.4 A plastic ball with charge Q = *150 nC and radius
R : 2.0 on touches a ball with charge q = -75 nC and

Q13D.1 The gravitational force betwem two qpherical obiec$
with masses m1 artd m2has a magnitude of, Gmym2/r2,
where r is their cmter-to-center separation and G is the
universal gravitational constant : 5.67 x 10-11 N.rrf/kg'z.
The electrostatic force between two spherical objects with

joules)?
(Assume that the "constituent parts" are the balls.)
(b) What is its mass deficit (in kilograms)?

,i

(a)

Q13M.3 What is the minimum kinefic energy that an alpha'
particle must have to get inside a silver nucleus? (Note:
Z :47 andA = 107 for silver.)

radiusr:L.2cm.
(a) What is this system's binding energy (in

,l

a

tiny speck of 1tAm, which has a halJ-life of 432 years and

Q13M.5 A speck of dust with charge q : +0.020 nC and
negligible radius sits on the surface of a plastic ball with
radius R : 2.0 on and charge Q : -120 nC. \tVhat is the
binding energy of this system (in joules)? lA/hat is its mass
deficit (in kilograms)?

it

possible for a bound system to have negative binding energy? If not, why not? If so, qualitatively
describe a system having negative binding energy.

Q13M.6 Is

charges q1 and Qzhas a magnitude of qyqz/4reer2, where
1./ 4tresis the Coulomb constant : 8.99 x 10' N.m2lc'z and
r is (again) their center-to.center separation. Calculate the

ratio of the repulsive electrostatic'force to the attractive
gravitational force between two protons separated by 1 fin.
Q13D.2 Calculate the density of

a nucleus

in kglm3.

Q13D.3 (Requires integral calculus.) One can calculate the
gravitational binding energy of a spherical object (such
as the earth) as follows. Assume that the earth's density
is a constant p: M/ $zrnt1, where M is the mass of the
earth and R is its radius. Imagine disassembling the earth

Q13M.7 The earth is a bound system with a certain binding
energy (mosfly gravitational). Does the fact that the earth
is rotating increase or decrease this binding energy, or is it
irrelevant? Explain carefirlly, referring expticitly to the definition of binding energy. (Hinf: When we say that a system is "at rest," we usually mean that we are using a frame
where the system's center of mass is at rest. Consider the
constituent parts of the system to be its atoms.)

by removing a thin shell of material of thickness dr then
another shell of thickness dr and so on.

(a) Show that the energy required to move a shell of
thickness dr away from the earth when its radius has
already been pared down to r is then

. -3GM2radr
"r{

(Q13.23)

(b) Do an appropriate integral to find the gravitational
Q13M.8 Imagine that you are trying to explain the concept of
binding energy to your roommate. Vy'hen you are finished,
your roomnute snorts in disgust, saying "The whole idea
makes no sense. You are telling me that when you take a
bunch of initially separated objects and put them together
in a bound system, the mass of the system is less than the
total mass of the original parts? Ridiculous! Where does
the mass go?" Answer your roommate in courteous lan8uage, explaining carefully where the "lost mass" goes.
Q13M.9 Consider the earth-moon system (whose constituent parts we take to be the earth and the moon separately).

binding energy of the sphere.
(c) Use this to find the earth's gravitational mass deficit
(in kilograms), assuming that the system's constituent
parts are its atoms.

Q13D.4 One

of the

characteristics

of exponential

decay

processes obeying equation Q13.20 is that no matter how
much time f has passed, if we wait one more half-life, the
activity will still decrease by half.

(a) Prove thatA(f * hrz):
|a14, inaependent of f.
(b) Argue that this means that what time we define to be
f = 0 in equation Q13.20 is arbitrary.
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HOMEWORK PROBLEMS
the other hand, explain how exposure to neutrons
well make something radioactive.

Basic Skills
Q158.1 A sample containing 6

x

trndecayed nudei of

1016

a certain radioactive isotope has an activity of 2
What is the isotope's halJ-life?

Q158.2 A sample containing 5.4 x

1018

x

10e Bq.

undecayed nudei of

a certain radioactive isotope has an activity of 8
What is the isotope's half-life?

x

L011

Q158.4 A sample of a certain radioactive isotope with a
half-life of 25 s has an activity of 3 x 1010 Bq. How many
undecayed nudei of that isotope does the sample contain?
Q15B'5 Find the energy released by the fission
n

*

reaction

4n

:

Er

-

iro*

th" data given in section

Q15M.2 Use the graph in figwe Q15.2 to estimate the energy
13O. (This
released by the fusion of lHe and 13C to form
reaction takes place in some very massive stars.)
Q15M.3 Use the graph in figure Q15.2 to estimate the energy
1?C.
released by the fusion of three lHe nuclei to form
(Adapted from H. ohanian, Modqn plrysics, prentice-Hall, 1987.) One can estimate the damage caused by
nuclear weapons by using scaling laws tllolt describe how
the radii of a given type of damage scale with the weapon's energy. The scaling law for the effects of the blast
wave produced by

1013

J of

actually under-

Q158.7 Verify that the energy released by the reaction in
equation Q15.13c is as stated. The mass of ?H is 2.0L4102t1
that of i H is 3.016049 u, and *rat of I H is L.007 825 u. (Hint :

Convert these to rest energies and use conservation of
mergy AE = E; - Eidirectly.)
Q158.8 In exercise Q15X.3, we found that two nudei that

approach each other with a kinetic energy of 350 keV
might get close mough to each other to undergo fusion.
The average kinetic energy of an atom in a gas at an absolute temperature T is about fksT (where ks = Boltzmann's

a

nuclear weapon is

R _/E\1/3
n - tE.,|

Eydirecfly.)

$U

Q1.5.2, estimate the

number of cancer deaths per year caused by exposure
to background radiation. (Hint: Treat each year as a new
"exposure event" that will canse cancers down the line.
Assume an RBE of about 1, which will yield a lower limit.)

(Q15.15)

Q158.6 The Hiroshima bomb released about 8 x
mergy. About how many kilograms of
went fission in that explosion?

Q15M.1

-tQ15M.4

and compare with the estimate that we made in section
Q15.4. The measured atomic masses of TrPu,4Sr, and
'SBa are ?39.0521.63 r:,,89.907738 u, and 145.930220 u, rcspectively. (Hlnf: Convert these masses to rest energies and
use conservation of energy AE

Modeling

Bq.

Q158.3 A sample of a certain radioactive isotope with a
half-life of 0.5 h has an activity of 60,000 Bq. How many
undecayed nudei of that isotope does the sample contain?

xlnPu-frSr + lfrBa +

niglti

(Q1s.16a)

where R is the radius of damage caused by a weapon that
releases energy E, and & and E6 are the same for a reference
weapon. Similarly, the radius of damage for thermal effects
is givenby

R _/E\1/2

A-

(Q1s.16b)

tE./

The Hiroshima bomb released about 15 kT of explosive
energy (where 1 T is the energy released by L ton of dyna-

mite). The blast from this bomb completely destroyed
buildings within a radius of about 1.0 mi and ignited
wooden objects a distance of 1..25 mi from ground zero.
(a) What would be the corresponding distances for a
100-kT bomb (the yield of a typical bomb in the United
States arsenal)?

constant 1.38 x 10-B I/K). Estimate the temperature that
the ?H gas would need to have to undergo fusion readily.

(b) il/hat would be the corresponding distances for a
10-MT bomb (roughly the yield of the largest nuclear

1?C
nuclei
Q1.58.9 Estimate the kinetic energy that two
would need to get close enough (about a 3-fm center-

(c) Is it the blast or thermal effects that create the greatest

to-cmter separation)

to undergo fusion. The

average
kinetic energy of an atom in a gas at an absolute temperature T is about lkrT lwhere ka = Boltzmann's constant
tlC gas
1,.38 x 70-'z31/K). Estimate the temperature that the
would need to have to undergo fusion readily.
Q158.10 Explain in each case exactly why mere exposure to
even intense radiation consisting of alpha particles, electrons, positrons, and/or gamma particles will (under ordinary circumstances) not make something radioactive. On

bombs in the United States arsenal)?
damage when a large bomb is detonated?

Q15M.5 The sun has a mass of about 2.0 x 10o kg and radiates energy at a rate of roughly 3.9 x 7ff W. Imagine that
the sun was a big ball of burning gasoline suspended in
.rn oxygen atrnosphere. About how long would the sun be
able to shine? (1 g of gasoline releases about 44,000 f of
energy when it bums. The discrepancy between the sun's
age estimated this way and other evidence of the earth's
great age was quite disconcerting to physicists until the
process of fusion was discovered.)

